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It's already compatible with most MPC-HC
features, and it also has basic support for HDR
video (on SDR displays). Advanced technology

and perfect assembly. With numerous
enhancements, the Galaxy A5 features cutting-

edge technologies such as a 128MP faster frame
rate camera, Smart View with faster frame rate

and slow motion, HSDPA LTE and Wi-Fi
(802.11 b/g/n) and Bluetooth 4.2 with EDR.
Design and ergonomics. Samsung Galaxy A4
and Samsung Galaxy S4 A5 have a modern,

attractive and perfect design. If you are looking
for the perfect phone for business users, the
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Samsung Galaxy A5 is your choice. This phone
has two shapes: slider-shaped and square. This
angular design is brand new technology from

Samsung. For those who wish to put a business
approach at the heart of their device, Samsung
has made sure that the Samsung Galaxy Note2

and Galaxy Notes are cutting-edge. These
devices offer better performance than ever

before, and their thin metal frame sets the new
standard for large-screen, active users.

Samsung's creative multilingual gallery lets you
find something new all the time with Galaxy

Novelty. Samsung Galaxy Novus Galaxy Novu,
model of 2012, outwardly practically does not

differ from previous models of Galaxy Novuses.
The latest model was released in December

2011 and was available in three colors: black,
white and gold. The 2012 model is a glossy

smartphone with a Super AMOLED HD
display, making it the most stylish and modern

among Samsung smartphones. The Galaxy Novi
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boasts 16GB of internal storage and 2GB of
RAM (for custom apps).It is equipped with an 8

MP camera with flash and optical image
stabilization and an 8.5 MP camera with optical
image correction, which allows you to take high-
quality pictures. This model of Galaxy Noves is

the owner of a unique - improved dynamic
range LED-backlight, which allows you to take
better photos in low light. So when you buy the

Samsung Galaxy Portal 2012, you get a HD
Super AM LCD display with a resolution of
1280Ã—720 pixels, a MediaTek MT6735+

chipset, 16 GB internal memory, the ability to
download two types of applications when using
GPS or Bluetooth, an 8 MP camera with FLIR

flashes,
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